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We are the largest read hunting/dog magazine
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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the Feb/March 2011 issue of Bird Dog & Retriever News, thanks to our ad-
vertisers and our readers for your support. At 109 pages this is one of the largest issues we 
have had in a while. And hopefully if all goes well by next year we’ll be twice as large.

We have had requests for years to have trial, test and yes even show results. The problem 
had always been as a print publication that meant more paper, increase cost of printing and 
postage. Well times have changed and as we come out in two formats now: a quick read 
print copy and the entire publication printable free from our websites, that has changed 
things. So now with your help we will have all the trial, test and show results. 

At last count this year we are tracking over 1,000 events both field and show, and I don’t 
think that includes any from our friends in Europe and South America. So we are asking 
you our readers to email us your results. We are putting up a web page for every dog club 
we can find so you can get all the information we get. Yes we are the clearing house for the 
sport. Why? Because the AKC website do not cover NAHRA, NSTRA or America Field 
events. Retriever Field Trial News does not cover show events or all retriever events. And 
few groups cover events across the border. So since we host more web pages about dogs 
than anyone else, it only seems like we are the right people to do it. 

So how about those people that just hunt with or just enjoy having their dogs? Well we 
won’t forget about you the first 60 pages of this issue, about the entire former size of this 
publication, has nothing to do with events. So everyone gets the best of both. 

The magazine is growing but that is not the only place we are growing. Since last we 
chatted we added about 300 pages online and about 2,000 more Facebook friends. Life’s 
not all bad!

Only problem is I have run out of room to talk about this issue. Well turn one page back 
and you can see all the great things we have inside. Remember don’t forget about us when 
you get those event results, or email us some pictures or a article, we are making room for 
them all!

See you around,

 Dennis Guldan

 Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News


